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Neo -Thomism
By PAUL M. BRBTSCHEll

I.

HISTORICAL 0vBRVIEW

Pope John XXII canoni7.ed Thomas Aquinas ( 1225
to 1274) in 1323, he declared "tloc1m111 mu non t,ol#b
,me sine miraet1lo" and that Thomas had done more to
enlighten the Church with his gifts than all other teachers of the
Church before his day. In 1279 and 1286 the Dominican Order
chose Thomas Aquinas for its Doctor. In 1346 Clement VI enjoined
on this Order to adhere strictly to the doctrines of St. Thomas.
In 1368 Urban V instructed the university of Toulouse "to follow
the teaching of the sainted Thomas as the true doctrine and to make
every effort to disseminate it." Similar instructions were given by
Popes Nicholas V, Pius IV, Pius V, Sixrus V, Clement VII, Paul V,
Alexander VII, Innocent XI, Innocent XII, Henedia XIII,
ment XII, and Henedia XIV.1 In every Council, beginning with
the Council in Lyons in 1274-so it is claimed by Roman Church .
historians- the spirit of St. Thomas was present, and delegates
to these Councils made use of the weapons forged by St. Thomas.
Present-day interest in St. Thomas may be uaced to .August 4,
1879, when I.co XIII published his encyclical .tf.elemi Palris.
In this encyclical, Leo writes: "Above all Doctors of the Schools
towers the figure of Thomas .Aquinas, the leade~ and master of
them all, who, as Cajetan observed, 'because he had the utmost
reverence for the holy Doaors of antiquity seems to have inherited
in a way the intellea bf all.' Thomas gathered their doctrines
which had long lain dispersed like the scattered limbs as it were
of a body and knitted them into one whole. He disposed of them
in marvelous order and increased them to such an extent that he
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.~ rightly aad Jaenedly rnosideim the pie-eminent guaniian aad
glory of cbe Catholic Clmrch." 2 Leo continues: "We earaacly
emort JOU for cbe proceccion and glory of the Catholic faith, for
cbe wel!aic of society, for cbe advancement of all sciences to .restme
cbe precious w.isdom of St. Thomas and to propagate it as far as
possible." In a 1ectcr addressed to cbe Jesuits December 30, 1892,
I.co wrote: "If there are doaors to
found
be
who disagree with
St. Thomas, however
their merits
great
may be in other respecr:s.
hesitation is not permissible. The former muse be sacrificed to the
latter." On January 181 18801 Leo ordered cbe Dominicans to
publish. at the expense of the Holy Sec, a monumental edition of
St. Thomas' works. On August 4 of the same year he placed all
Catholic universities, colleges, faculties, and schools under the
patronage of St. Thomas. In the Bri•f published on that occasion
he expressed the conviction that "the Thomist philosophy preeminently possesses a singular power and energy to cure the ills
afflicting our time. • . . His philosophy answers the needs not of
an age only, but of all time."
Leo's successors shared his enthusiasm for St. Thomas. In his
encyclicalPasc•ntli (September 8 1 1907) Pius X wrote: "We renew
and confirm them [injunctions of Leo] and order them to be strialy
observed by all concerned. let Bishops urge and compel their
observance in future in any seminary in which they may have been
neglected. The same injunction applies also to Superiors of
religious orders. And we warn teachers to bear in mind that to
deviate from St. Thomas, in metaphysics especially, is to run very
considerable risk." In his Mo111 Proprio Docloris A11gclici, Pius X
wrote (June 29, 1914): "The capital theses in the philosophy of
St. Thomas are not to be placed in the category of opinions capable
of being debated one way or another, but are to be considered as
the foundations upon which the whole science of natural and
divine things is based. If such principles are once removed or in
any way impaired, it must necessarily follow that students of the
sacred sciences will ultimately fail to perceive so much as the
meaning of the words in which the dogmas of divine revelation
are proposed by the magistracy of the Church •.. and we solemnly .
declare that those who in their interpretation misrepresent or affea
to despise the principles and major theses (Principia el t,ronunliala
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"'4M•) of his philosophy are not only not following St. Thomas,
but are even far uuay &om the holy Doctor."
·
Io the new COil. of CIIIIMI i.u,, issued in 1917, Pope Benedict XV mdered teachers in Catholic schools "to deal in every
particular with the studies of mental philosophy and theology and
the education of pupils in such sciences according to the method,
doctrine, and principles of the Angelic Doctor and religiously to
adhere thereto."
In view of the above papal directions, Maritain concludes:
"Thomas, therefore, is no longer proposed to us merely as one doetor
of eminence among others. He is the Doctor fJ• 11xc11ll11nc11 and
occupies an entirely unique place. He realizes in its fullness the
title of Doctor conimttnis 11ccl11sid11, which was formerly given to
him. So far as a philosopher is distinguished to an exceptionally
eminent degree by the characteristics of a certain spiritual community, Descartes, Malebranche, and Auguste Comte may be said
to be specifically French philosophers, Fichte and Hegel specifically
German philosophers, St. Thomas, on the other hand, is the specifically Catholic Doctor, the philosopher and theologian of Peter
and Catholicity."
A few other quotations from more recent popes will conclude
this rapid overview of papal utterances enjoining the study of
St. Thomas. In his Apostolic Leiter of August 1, 1922, Pope Pius XI
wrote: "Let teachers of philosophy, therefore, in lecturing to seminarians, be careful to follow not only the system or method of
St. Thomas, but also his doctrines and principles, and the more
zealously because they must know that no Doctor of the Church is
so much feared and dreaded by Modernists and other enemies of the
Catholic faith as Aquinas." The same Pope wrote in his encyclical
St111J,iorttm D11ce1n (June 29, 1923) :
If we are to avoid the errors which are the source and fountainhead of
all the miseries of our time, the teaching of Aquinas must be adhered
to more religiously than ever. For St. Thomas refutes the theories propounded by modernists in every sphere: in philosophy, by protecting,
as we have reminded you, the force and power of the human mind and by
demonstrating the existence of God by the most cogent arguments; in
dogmatic theology, by distinguishing the supernamral from the natural
order and explaining the reasons for belief and the dogmas themselves;
in theology, by showing that the articles of faith are not based upon
mere opinion, but upon uuth and therefore cannot possibly change; in
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aep.is. bf ~rung the uue macepcion of divine implrmoDi
in -cbe ICieace of morab, IOCiolo&J, and law, bf laying down sound pdn•
dples of lepl and social, commuwive and distributive, justice and aplaining rhe relation between justice and
in the theory of uc:etldlm
bf bis pmcq,11 concerning the perfection o the Christian life and bis
c:onfuwion of the enemies of the religious orden in bis own day. Ludy,

charii;

apimr rhe much vaunted liberty of cbe human mind and ia independence
in reprd co God, be usera the rigba of primary Truth and the authority
ewer III of the supreme Master.

Finally, Benedict XV declared in his encyclical Ptlll,JIO II/Jfl•lfflU
tli• (June 29, 1924) that "the Church has declared the philosophy
of Thomas Aquinas to be her own special philosophy" ( ann

Thoma tloclrinl,m, Bcclasit,

SNtlm

,p,o,pridm •tlixil •sss).

The above quotations from papal encyclicals of recent popes
suggest two observations. On the one hand, they reflect a serious
attempt by the Holy See to re-establish the authority of St. Thomas
in all higher schools of the Roman Church and in all areas of
knowledge. On the other hand, they also compel one to assume
that in certain quarters of the Roman Church there must have been
at least some resistance to the revival of St. Thomas. The spirit of
free inquiry ushered in by the Reformation and the Renaissance
had made itself strongly felt in the nineteenth century also in
Catholic circles. The scientific and philosophic revolutions and the
development of new industrial societies in the past four centuries
had made impaas even on the most cautious of Catholic minds.
How extensive and intensive the resistance movement was, and
which areas of knowledge revolted against the pontifical directions,
may be difticult to determine. We do have some information, however, of an opposition movement in France which became so significant that Pope Pius XII himself called a halt to it in an address
delivered by him in 1946. In this address he said that since
Thomism is concerned about the very foundations of the "perennial
philosophy" and theology itself, it should be respected by every type
of thought which claims to be "catholic." The question is, so he
continued, whether the system of St. Thomas rests on those solidly
laid foundations which the bearers of Christian wisdom have in
the course of centuries consttucted; whether it could exist throughout all times and continue to be, in the current development of
philosophy and theology, a safe guide and check. Yet this is, so
Pope Pius concluded, what the Church claims, since she is con-
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vinc:m that one who wishes u, know and be c::enain of the tmth
must follow the course prepared by St. Thomas.•
In our own countty the appeals of the popes, since Leo XIII
issued his encyclical in 18791 have found iesponsive ears. Of all
religious movements in our land. Neo-Thomi1m is without question
the most virile and active. Every Catholic seminary. college. and
university in the country is under the influence of the Thomistic
revival. Centers of Thomistic philosophy are the Catholic University
of America in Washington. D. C.1 St. Louis University, Marquette
University in Milwaukee, Notte Dame in Indiana, Fordham University in New York, the seminaries of St. Mary's in Baltimore,
St. Mary's of Cincinnati, and St. Francis in Milwaukee. In Canada
the most important centers are Laval University at Quebec, Saint
Michael's College connected with the University of Toronto, and
the Institute of Medieval Studies, also at Toronto, under the direction of Etienne Gilson. Nor may one overlook the achievement of
the American Catholic Philosophical Association and of the Aristotelian Society of Marquette University, Milwaukee. The latter
has, over a period of years, published excellent monographs on
some of St. Thomas"s contributions to various areas of learning.'
Furthermore, American Catholic scholars have not been slow
in making St. Thomas and his synthesis available in English.
In 1941 a well-known Catholic scholar complained:
Literal tmnscriprions of Aquinas have appeared. Bur they did nor
serve any general purpose. We are now in the adolescent period of
Thomism. We need careful and intelligent expositiom of the thought
of Thomas. We have already good manuals, bur not much in English.
The best we can show is: rranslatiom of texts like Gilson"s Lt, Tho,,,is•••
Grabman's Thom.s 11011 lleq11i11, Olgiati's L'llni,n11 tli S. Tom,n.so, and
Maritain's ln1,otl11,1ion Ge11e,11/e 11 /11 Philosophic. Great expository worb
are: Senilanges' S. Thomas tl!llqNin and Manser's D11s W•s"" tl•s Thomis,n11s.G

The situation is different today. In the forties appeared the excellent two-volume edition of the S11mm11 edited by Anton C. Pegis,
the three-volume edition published by the Benziger Brothers, and
the four-volume edition for beginners in Thomism prepared by
Walter Farrell under the title A Companion lo lh• St1mm11. Jacques
Maritain, who is now teaching at Princeton University, and Etienne
Gilson of Toronto have been exceedingly active in producing works
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on Thomism and have aroused a wide interest in medieval ~
sophy and rheology also among many noo-Catholia. 1'be Catholic
pmses of 5mm and Ward, Hen:ler, Benziger, Bruce, and Catholic
uonenides are meeting the demand for testboolcs grounded in
Thomistic thought and dealing with every area of human interest
from theology and metaphysics to recreation and sports. One disalso in Catholic literature an intensive effort to train spedalim
Thomism.
in Scholasticism, especially in
Nor do Catholic profes.
sors neglect opportunities
attendtoconventions
of learned societies
and to give free expression to their Thomistic convictions. Special
mention must finally be made of The Thomisl, a periodical published since 1939, keep
intended to
alive and implement more fully
the new interest in Thomistic thought.11
To what extent American Catholics have yielded to the very
letter of the encyclicals quoted above, is difficult to say. Being
exposed to the pragmatic aanosphere prevailing in American life,
they no doubt find it difficult at times to reconcile their Thomistic
ideology with non-Thomistic currents of thought. It appears, however, that American Thomism is in no scosc rcpristinntion, a return
to the very letter of St. Thomas. American Thomism appears rather
latitudinarian to a degree which in instances comes dangerously
close to a mere compromise with, nod even denial of, basic Thomistic
suppositioos. The following quotation from Robert E. Brennan
illustrates how broadly even a Jesuit interprets Nco-Thomism:
Neo-Thomism is not a call for a resurrection of the dead. Rather it is
a beseeching for a return to the spirit of Aquinas; to bis wbolemaking
views of life and reality; to his .reverence for religion and its ethical norms;
to bis zeal for study; yes, CYCD to bis apostolate of the pen. • • • Therefore
go back to the freshness of the original text, and sift out what is of
luting value. . • . Modern Thomism is to be a continuance of the philosophic tradition of centuries, a creative amalgamation of what is true in the
old with what is true in the new, to the advantage of learning, of the
liberal ans. of the natural sciences, of ethics, politics, sociology, and
education.
The return to Thomas is rather the return to the truth be so ably
represents, that is the lrllllilion [italics bis], theabout
truthreality wherever
we can
it (Babylonians and Assyrians, the Chinese, Hindus, Egyptians), just u Aristotle got bis ideas from all over, from an ancient
tnd.ition. To retum to Thomas is to return to the living stream of philosophic speculation of which he wu the outstanding exponent in bis day.
Much of the truth of Tbomu"s synthesis
been has
lost to the modem
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world. The uadition bu sulered badly since me century.
16th
We must
embnce with its sweeping reaches all me whole of life and learning. very

Mer:apbysia bu been me
eueace of me ltteam. The revival of me
uaditioaalaapace
philosophy must move on
u,
larger renascence which
will be supernatural u well u aamral, scientific u well u phil010phic,
literary u well u historical. Thomas'• philosophy is like man: bocly-

becoming; soul-being.'

II. FBATURBS OP THE Nso-THOMISTIC SYNTHESIS
Like necH>rthodoxy, Neo-Thomism is a reaaion to the disruptive
character of modem life. Neo-Thomists maintain that, as a result of
the Renaissance and the Reformation, our civilization has lost unity,
direction, and depth, and has fallen a victim to agnosticism, secularism, and individualism. Chiefly responsible for this state of affairs
are Luther, Descarres, Rousseau, and Kant. The true greatness of the
scholastic period consisted in its unified Christian world view. In that
period, faith and reason, religion and philosophy, Church and State,
the arts and the sciences, and all the handicrafts constituted an
inseparable whole and served the Church. In our day, so the complaint continues, there exists no such unified world view and no
common unifying principle. Economics is separated from political
science; art from the Church; nationalism from world government;
the natural from the supernatural; man from God. Robert E.
Brennan summarizes the situation in the words:
The Spinozan metaphysics blotted out the fundamental dualism of the
Creator and His creation. Berkeley and his followers made a figment of
the universe of matter. Hobbes, declaring for the other extreme, gainsaid
all reality to the world of spirit. The rationalist laughs at the idea of
a supernatural life and being. The positivist refuses to set any value
on philosophic speculation. The Cartesian rejects the substantial unity
of man. The Hegelian absolutist impugns the sacrosanct character of
the human person. The pragmatist disavows the notion of continuity
in the historical ordering of truth. . . . One by one the truths of the
"perennial philosophy" have been called into court, pilloried on the rack
of ignorance and irrationality, and exiled into oblivion. • • • With the
passing of the ideas of Thomas, went the broad daylight of common sense
and the consciousness, shared by the brotherhood of men, of the ruli11
of things. Gone was the ancient wisdom that could reconcile the highest
feats of metaphysical speculation with the lowest matters of everyday
experience. This appeal t0 the fundamental truth of public experience has
always been the heart and soul of the Thomist learning. • • • It is founded
on the universal conviction that things
canexist,
knowthat
them,
we
our ideas really have an objective value. Its appeal lies in its very
reasonableness. . . . The dethronement of God and the apotheosis of human
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ffUOD ii • tmriag IIIIUlder ancl • clcnia1 of the whole order of reality.
Ir ii imaail)'. • • • lleuoa wicbour reuoaable bonds gives•way to • mcegorical imperaciff, then to an absolure apirir creadag ia own c:omciomaaa, then to uacoasc:iouaaeu. then ro a will-co-power, then ro an ..,
flil4l of cmmic cnriciea, wbampon ir ia reuon no longer. The a u ~
of die irnrioml bu brougbr us ro the aero 'ftlue oF m•ribood. . . . Cbeos
in human dunking and human laing bu become rhe order of the day.•

Furthermore, Neo-Thomism is a procat against every form of
humanism which does not take into account the total human per·
sonality. According to Maritain, true humanism must consider man
in the totality of both his natural and supernatural being, and it
may not draw an arbitrary and • t,riori line of distinction between
the divine and human in man. But this harmony between the human
and the divine in man, and, therefore, a totally integrated human
personality, is possible only if there exists in man a harmonious
conjunaion of faith and reason, of the natural and the supematiual,
of philosophy and theology. This harmony can be achieved, for,
according to St. Thomas, faith and reason are both divine gifts and
are, therefore, never in conftia with each other. Thomistic
humanism, which views man as a totally integrated personality,
recognizes, on the one hand, the worth of natural man because it
takes into account also the capacities which man has by nature.
But, on the other hand, this humanism recognizes also the "light
which lightens every man coming into the world" who is born not in
a natural, but in a supernatural way. Inasmuch as Neo-Thomism
recognizes in man both the speculative and the religious clement
and reconciles tensions by depending on the power of both faith
and reason, it alone is able, according to Thomists, to confront and
to deal with man as a fully integrated personality.
This view of man is possible for Neo-Thomism because of its
view of the relationship of philosophy to theology, of reason to faith.
Philosophy and theology are, because each operates on principles
JNi g•nnis, wholly independent of each other. In relation to each
other the one is the heteron of the other. Yet both are concerned
with absolute truth. Therefore they cannot contradict each other.
As Manser says: "Cum igitur gratia non tollat naturam, sed perficiat, oportet, quod naturalis ratio sumerviat fidei." In Thomism,
philosophy and theology are thus joined into a great synthesis where
reason and faith meet as friends. Nature serves as the foundation
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of grllliil, and philosophy u the f,r11umb11lt, fuh;. Philosophy also
demcmsrrates that the declarations of faith do not contradict reason.
The link which joins natural with
beingsupernatural
being, the
bridge from the one
other,
u, the
is the principle of the IIIUdogill
that difficult concept which is one of the chief comemones
in the entire 'lbomistic: sauaure, but which one hesitates
analyze t0
in a brief study such as this.
Neo-Thomism is therefore both: theology and philosophy. Both
tagetber constitute an inseparable whole. One may, indeed, concentrate for a time on either one of the two areas, but never in the
sense that one may wholly leave out of consideration the other.
Whoever studies Nee-Thomistic theology, must study also NeoThomistic philosophy, and vice versa. Paith in revelation is indeed
the only way tO know God and the truth of salvation, and reason
may never be permitted tO operate in this realm. Nevertheless it is
not only possible, but also inevitable, for reason tO draw inferences
from the truths revealed tO faith and to systematize the truths of
faith into a whole. Furthermore, it is possible for reason, up t0
a point, to discover truths about God, the world, and man. Yet
these truths are revealed fully only in Scripture and can be comprehended in their most complete meaning only by faith.
Etienne Gilson, who has produced some of the most brilliant
studies on Thomism, is also a champion of Neo-Thomism. In bis
great work Spirit of Medieval Philosophy O he attempts tO show
that in the history of Christian thought, theology and philosophy
have been on friendly terms, that the Early Church did not separate
them into two wholly distina realms, that faith stimulates the
inquisitive bent of reason, that a Christian philosophy is not only
possible, but inevitable, and that philosophy when it believed it had
completely shaken off the shackles of theology, nevertheless continued to be inftuenced by theology. Gilson's argumentation must
be faced - and answered. To do this huge task lies not within the
compass of this article. One may not dismiss Gilson, however, even
in this brief analysis of Neo-Thomism without letting him speak
a few lines for himself. The following seem most pertinent:

mns,

The effort of truth b•li•flerl to transform itself
truth
is into
lt110111t1,
the life of Christian wisdom, and the body of rational truths resulting
from the effort is Christian philosophy itself. Thus the content of Chris-
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mar body

dan pbilolophr ii
of radomJ uutbs
or simply afeparcled, tbaab co the help

mar

dilc:ovaed. aplored.
ialOD

receiva from

34-35.)
Imofar u the beliner bases his aflian•riom on the inrimare conviaioo

.re,eladoa. (Pp.

pined

faith be remains purely andalimply
believer,

be bu not

,cc cmercd the pa of philosophy. But when amonpt his beliefs be 6nds

10111e mar are capable of becoming objeas of science, then he becoma
• philosopher, and if it ii co the Christian faith that he owes his new
philosopher. (P. 36.)
philosophical thought, be becomes•
No philosopher is invoked u intermediary the
between reason and
supmne Muter; but forthwith, after the act of faith, philosophy begim.
Whoever believes by faith mar God is being sees at once by reason that
He can be nothing but toal being, true being. (P. 52.)
If medieval thought
bringing
succeeded in
Greek thought to ia point
of perfection, it wu at once because virtue
Greek thought already
was
uue, and
in
of ia very Christianity, had the
ought,
power of making it still more so. When they raised rhe problem of the
origin of being, Plato
rhe
Aristotle
and
were
on
right road, and it is
piecisely because they were on the right road rhar ro go further along ir
was a progress. In
nwdt towards the truth they stopped short ar
the threshold of the doctrine of essence •nd existence conceived as really
There we
identical in God •nd really distinct in everything else. have
of the Thomist philosophy and :also, we may
the fundamental verity
say, of all Christian philosophy whatsoever. (Pp. 82-83.)
There was bound to be a philosophy as soon as rhere were philosophic
Christiam. There
nothing
forced
was
that
them ro philosophize, but
neither was there anything to forbid rhem. But such a reply would be
superficial. The truth is that in fact, if nor in right, the formation of
• Christian philosophy was inevitable, thar •ir still is today, :and will so
remain as long u there are Christians. and Christians who think. (P. 419.)
Tbere are good historical reuom for doubting the radical divorce of
philosophy and religion in the centuries that followed rhe Middle Ages; at
substance
least we may reasonably ask whether the cl:assic:al m,u.physic was nor
of Christian revelation ro a far greater extent
nourished on the
than we usually imagine. To pur the question in this form, is simply to
re-stare the problem of Christian philosophy in another field. If pure
:anything
if
of
philosophy rook any of ia ideas from Christian revelation,
the Bible •nd the Gospel bas passed inro metaphysics, if, in short, ir is
inconceivable that the systems of Descartes, Malcbranche, :and Leibniz
would be what in fact they •re had they been alrogerhcr withdrawn from
Christian infiuence, then it becomes highly probable that since the infiuence
of Christianity on philosophy was a reality, the concept of Christian
philosophy is nor without a real meaning. (P. 18.)

A final feature of Neo-Thomistlc thought is its emphasis on free
will. According to Neo-Thomism, man is not free in the absolute
sense. Man's will is dependent on norms determined by Christian
reason and by God. But the Christian is free in the sense that,
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being a ·Oiristian, he can leap across the causal nexus wjth which
nature holds him fast: and can sbue the freedom enjoyed by the
Pim Cause, that is, God. His nature being both natural and supernatural, he participates in the freedom of the supernatural which
penetrates the totality of realities, but he .is limited in h.is freedom
since he aJso participates in finite nature. If one were to eliminate
&om th.is interpretation of Neo-Thomism all philosophical
ingredients, one might find a measure of theological truth in th.is
interpretation. The faa of the matter .is, however, that supporters of
Neo-Thomism ascribe considerably more freedom to the will of
man than the above limitation warrants. To quote Gilson once more:
Neither me Jews, nor the Greeks, nor the Romans to whom me Gospel
was preached ever took chis preaching u a negation of namre, even fallen
namre, or as the corresponding negation of free will. In the lint cenmries
of the Church, on the conu:uy, to be a Christian was essentially to hold
a middle position between Mani, who denied the goodness of namre, and
Pelagius, who denied its wounds, and therewith the need of grace to heal
the wounds. St. Augustine himself, although the anti-Pelagian conuoveny made him the Doctor of Grace, might equally well be called Doctor
of Free Will, for, having begun by writing a D• Libt:ro 11.rbilrio before
coming into conract with Pelagius, he judged necessary
it write
to
a
D11 Gratia cl Libero Arbitrio in the height of the Pelagian conflict. If you
would have a Do Sor110 11.rbitrio, you must look to Luther. • • • Where there
is no free will, there can be no struggle against vices, no painful achievement of virtues, and therefore no place left for morals. If. the namral
world is altogether corrupted, who would waste time over Aristotle's
physics? (Pp. '120--422.)

III.

LUTHERANISM'S REPLY TO NEO-THOMISM

If Neo-Thomism rested its case on purely metaphysical assumptions, any one of which pure reason might prove or disprove, and
H it operated wholly in areas in which God's revelation provided
no information, one might dismiss Neo-Thomism as simply one
metaphysical structure of which there have been legion in the history of human thought. But, as has been pointed out, Neo-Thom.ism
.is both philosophy and theology, it challenges both reason and faith,
and it operatcS jn both realms, the natural and the supernatural.
It has, oftentimes on good grounds, been compared to the magnificent cathedrals built in the late Middle Ages. Furthermore, NeoThomism is making an undeniable appeal to many religiously
minded people who refuse, however, to accept the most basic truths
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redilanaed by the llefonnatioo. And, finally, tbele is iabelmt in
Thomism • powu of amaaioa which no one can escape who bas
aerioully mo•icferwl the developmena in philosophy and sdeDce
lince the da,s of Dacanes. What shall be Lutheranism'• reply
to the challenge of Neo-Thomism)

1. Eveiy informed Lutheran regrcts certain developments io
the
of thought since the Renaissance and the Reformation.
Whatever the first causes may have been, for instance, of the rise of
rationalism in all its forms from Descartes to our day- and who
will dare to isolate and ardculate these origins? - the faa remaim
that rationalism did follow in the wake of the Reformation and
the Renaissance. The faa also remains that in the area of theology,
in any case, rationalism did unmld
informed Lutheran regrets also some of the developments in nioeteenth-c:enmry
thought resulting from Auguste Comte's positivism, developments
which are known as materialism, naturalism, agnosticism, and forms
of humanism, whose essential features find their almost exact
counterpart in the anthropocentric humanism of the Renaissance.
Allowing for every blessing developed by modern science and for
the consideration that some modern scientists have emphatically
declared themselves to be theists, the informed Lutheran regrets
that the idol of scientism is everywhere present and that there are
millions upon millions who are bending their knee before this
modem Frankenstein. One need not become a Neo-Thomist tO
discover that Western civilization is in many respects in a bad
way- Oswald Spengler has long ago said enough on this- and
that it lacks integration in spite of the efforrs of the UN Assembly
and the optimistic faith of many in "eternal peace" through some
kind of world government.
But the question arises: Is the diagnosis of Neo-Thomists correct,
and is the cure which they presaibe the best and safest remedy?
In reading their literature
cannot esca~
one
the impression that
they are moved by a nostalgic love for the Middle Ages, that period
io hist0ry when there existed a semblance of harmony and unity
and when Plam's R.p,d,li& was - so some believed - fully
realized. Indeed, there did exist in the Middle Ages a kind of
synthesis which attempted to regulate even the details of private
life. There was a degree of order and peace. But Neo-Thomists so
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o&en fail co cell about the price paid by medieval society for the
achievement of this order, unity, harmony, and peace. They uy
ootbing -.bout the avowed ambidom of the Oiurch co wicld both
swords, aodung about the rn•aaer in which these were silenced
who dared co revolt against the auaxratic government of the
O.urcb, a.othiag about the ueatrnent aca>rded 101De of the mystics,
the Waldensians, Wiclif, Hus, Luthet, Galileo, Giordano Bmno, and

othen. When one carefully enrniocs the writings of Dcscartcs,
a Jesuit, one is led co suspect that his radooalism
bottom
was at
a revolt against mcdicval Scholastidsm and only secondarily the
cvolvcrnent of a new mctaphysia.
2. In his defense of the Thomistic synthesis, Gilson atcernpts to
demonstrate that theology inevitably begets philosophy and that
a Christian philosophy has therefore existed in some form or other
throughout the history of the Christian Oiurch. Emil Brunner
shares Gilson's positioo.10 What has Lutheranism to say co this
thesis?
Prom the Lutheran point of view the basic consideration in
this involved question is not whether a Christian philosophy is
possible or even inevitable. One may arrive at varying solutions
of this problem, depending on one's concept of faith and reason
and the meaning, content, and purpose of philosophy. Attempted
solutions have therefore not always proved satisfactory, because
authors failed clearly to define terms. Lutherans arc chiefly interested in the question whether the Thomistic synthesis of philosophy
and theology, of reason and faith, of nature and grace, exalts the
God of Scripture, the Chrisltts sol11s, the
so/aso/a
fid•s,
grmill, the
and the pure Gospel more than a studious effort to keep both realms
separate or whether the reverse is true. Here is the real parting of
the ways for Nco-Thomists and Lutherans.
St. Thomas believed that the DtJNS s•mfJ., fflllior and the soli D•o
glo,u. were not only safe and secure in his synthesis, but that he
had exalted the God of revelation in the highest possible degree and who dares question his integrity and supreme devotion to this
wk? Furthermore, St. Thomas was acquainted with g,dlill, g,dlill
•ffica, and the don11m gr111il,,, flo&IIIJlis t,u mismcortlillm. For him
· even the f11&tJrtJ q11oJ. in StJ tJSI and the removal of hindrances ultimately stem tJX d-ono grmil,,,. Even the ot,tJr11 mmlorill arc the
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iesult o f ~ aamdiag to St. 1'bomu. But there have been mme,
and among them panicularly Luther, who just as honestly believed
that in all medieval syntheses, including St. 1bomas's, such coocepa
u Dnu s•mflw tllllior, soli D•o glOtM, and otben referred to above
suffered seriously as a result of the ina:usion of Aristotelian and
Platonic ideas into theology. Gilson is very sensitive to the aiticism that philosophy raised havoc in theology, and whereas he
appears composed throughout his brilliant volume, his blood pressure rises when he discusses the most serious objection to medieval
syntheses, the combination of philosophy and theology into one
system. His aiticism deserves to be quoted:

The charge of having sacrificed u,c, much to philosophy is at once the the
most banal of all objectiom that have ever been
·•reaa
directed
against the inva
oldest and
dutyagainst the Christian philosophers. Protestantism, even today, considers it
iq
to
of the Church by the pagan spirit,"
that
was one of the chief ends that
considers it iq duty moreover this
the Reformers of the sixteenth century
themselves.
proposed
Very
to
tNe:
of tezts of Luther to witness to it if they are wanted. But
the
it can be taken in a specifically Protestant sense,
objection, although
is not necessarily
a Protestant,
essence.
Protestant
Malebranche
in
was
not
but poured out bitte~ enough complaints about the pagan character of
Scholuticism, this "philosophy of the serpent."
ever
Lutheran,
wished
Erasmus was no
nor
to be one, but that did not
with against
the mixrore of Aristotle
prevent him from protesting, Luther,
and the Gospel that proceeded from Albert the Great, St. Thomas, and
Duns Scotus; for him, too, the "philosophy of Christ" is the "Christ without philosophy," that is to say, simply the Gospel. But even in the Middle
Ages itself St. Peter Damian, all the anti-dialcaitians,
Popes,
even the
bad no need to wait for the Reformers to warn theologi:ms solemnly of
the way in which they imperiled faith when they Nrned philosophers.
With what vigor does not Gregory IX remind the Masters of Theology
of the University of Paris that philosophy, this handmaid of theology,
is bidding fair to become
mistress!
the
These theologians,
who ought
to be "theologues," have they not become mere "theophants"? With them,
nature takes precedence of grace, the text of the philosophers replaces
the inspired Word of God, the Ark of the Covenant stands next door to
Dagon, and by dint of wishing to confirm faith by naror:al reason, faith
itself is rendered useless, since there is no longer any merit in believing
what is demomtrated there.

3. Gilson's criticism brings into the foreground Martin Luther.
Granted that before Luther's day there were those in the Roman
Cliwch, including popes, who warned ag.:unst the marriage of
theology to philosophy and called attention to the evil produas of
that union, Gilson will, we trust, concede that the one individual
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wbo far more than any other succeeded in. tearing asunder this
union was that man Martin Luther. Why did Luther do it? Because
he failed to understand what the medieval schoolmen, inclwling
St. 1homas, were trying to do when they hitched theology to
philosophy? 11 Was it because he was so thoroughly biased against
philosophy that he saw no use for it whatever? To answer these
questions is like carrying oranges to California. They have been
answered so often and so adequately that it should not be necessary
to reply to them once more.iz Nevertheless a few observations
are in order because even Lutherans are not always aware of what
God did through Luther.
The great Reformer was desperately determined to keep separate
reason and revelation, philosophy and theology, because he was
painfully aware of what had happened to Biblical theology as
a result of that union. He stressed the soli Deo glorill and the De11s
sempn maior because he stood in holy awe of the God who speaks
to man in the First Commandment. From this vantage point he
complained bitterly about the idolatrous praaices in the Roman
Church which had tended to level out the De11s sol11s of the First
Commandment. And Luther saw very correaly that if the De11s
solus is not taken at its face value, there can be no radical knowledge of sin.
But Luther's constant insistence on the De11s sol11s, as Eduard Ellwein points out,13 compelled him to insist also on the full and
unadulterated meaning of Christ11s sol11s. For Luther, Christ was
the center of the circle. From this center all radii proceed to the
circumference, and all radii anchored in the circumference necessarily move toward, and lodge in, the center. And this Christ11s
sol11s implied in Luther's theology also the sola grlllia and the sola
fules. Yet again, the sol11s Christ111 and the so/a gralia and the so/11
f,,tks are all grounded and offered in the one Gospel of salvation, and
therefore this Gospel must be proclaimed in its purity without
additions and subtractions.
4. Lutheranism, too, directs itself to the total man. But this
total man is for Lutheranism not a tJNtZSi philosophical embodiment
of the natural and supernatural, but the simt1l ;11s111s el ,peccalor.
The Christian man is in Lutheranism a sinner and under the wrath
of God. But - and this is the greatness of Luther's insight into
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the ,me,oing of '"rigb~" -be is also a justified,· patdobed, aod
awd sioner. He is one who daily aim, but also one who daily rilCI
a, a Off/ life in Cluist through repencam:e aocl faith.

,. Lutheranism bu, in its c.oa£caiom, a.id a great deal about
freedom of the will It bu De9e1' denied that unregenerate man is
able a, perform works of benefit to mankind through die exercise
of bis free will. It bu, however, expressed itself with regud t0
these works with restraint for the reason that Lutheranism belieYa
with Scripture in the total depravity of man aocl therefore has
little faith in natural man's moral rectitude. Lutheranism has never
shared Kant's optimistic ''You ought, therefore you an," nor does
it share, without making serious modifications, Gilson's statement:
"Whete there is no free will, there can be no struggle against vices,
no painful achievement of virtues, and therefore no place left for
morals." What Lutheranism discovers in its aitique of man is the
faa that in so many, many .instances, natural man does not appear
. to struggle agaio,u vices and a, pursue virtues, and that where
such a struggle appears, it is a struggle only against overt vices and
a struggle, furthermore, carried on wholly for selfish ends. Lutheranism therefore views even the most exalted systems of moral idealism
with a justifiable degree of doubt and misgiving.
CoNCLUSION

Lutheranism rejoices in the evidence that Roman theology is
becoming more Scripturally centered than it has been in the past.
One would have to have a blind spot not to oote this phenomenon.
Werner Elen of Erlangen even goes so far as to write: "Not only
in systematic and historical, but also in exegetical theology the
Roman Church has StOlen the march on the Protestants," and
Professor Gloege of Jena startled the conference at Bad Boll last
July with the statement: '"Kittel's Th,ologisches Woer11rbNch is
used more extensively by Catholics than by Protestants." There is
no question in this writer's mind that Neo-Thomism with its sense
of urgency, its devotion to a great cause, and its program of aaivism
which reaches down to the parish level, is largely responsible for
this great interest in the Holy Scriptures. It follows that Lutheranism may not stand idly by and rest on its achievements in the
various theological disciplines. Lutheranism needs to re-examine
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iuelf in tmns of Saipture and the Confessions.u Lutheran.ism
must clearly expressregarding
iuelf
its beliefs with constant
reference to current thought patterns. In short, it must exploit its
heritage with all the tools available in our age. Only then will
Iutheranism be able successfully to meet the challenge of Neo'lbomism and other forms of religious thought which are at the
PfCS!=Dt time seeking to capture the minds of millions of people
in our land.
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PailiDg ID maiDraiD rbe organic unity of a philosophy ar once rruly rarioaal
and uuly Christian. Scholmicism and Christendom aumbled togedaer under

preaed.
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willpoint.
auflic:e at
....,.,iabing and fruidul resula. Two 'T'(!Cationa this
Melancbthon wrila: 'Tbeologm mastat plwa ex philolophia admiscuiue
doarinae Christinae quam aatis etat" (Apolo11 111, 269, Tn,lol, p. 24) and
bis nihil ut de
re"Aristoa:les de moribus cMlibus adeo aaipsit eNdite,
quirendum sit ampliua"' Apoloa, lV (11), 14, Tri1la1, p. 122).
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Neo-Thomisrs
esemplified
have
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in
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still applicable. In Ham Aamuaaen's recent work titled w_.,. ,.ad, l111hmsdH
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essential thing which we find in Melancbrbon'a analysis in the Apolo11 of the
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develops
Confession,
the thought
D• is
J•11ifie111ioH,
that
irs his
beginning.
opponents speak about
he
juarific■rion OD
rhe plane of philosophy. He writes: 'If we accept the teaching of our opponenrs

• • • we have ■lre■dy
become Aristotelian and are no longer Christian,
and
there is no difference then between honorable, pagan, between Pharisaic and
Christian life, between philosophy and the GospeL' This is spoken on the
evugelic■I plane. With this slogan somethin1 is said by Melancbtbon which
belongs to the very essence of the Reformation. Melancbthon and Luther
may
and there have erred in the interpretation of their opponents, but
here they are dealing with the real issue. Au 11•11t1r l,,,1 Ro•• nn 11bl• to
ritl nrs•II of the elMrg• 11M1 sh• l,,,1 1,/ollH o•I th• bortlnli..
Gos,-l, b•t-n
1.JHtion."
t,hilo1opl,7 ,,,,,1, th•
b•twu• ,nor11ls ,,,,,1,
(Italics my own.)
H Por the Lutheran theologian the course of investipcion begins with
Scripture, leads through the Confessions, and returns to Scripture. In sbon,
bis fint and final court of appeal is Scripture.
Sr. Louis, Mo.
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